
11. Credibility and Backwards Induction∗

Credibility plays a key role in analyzing dynamic interactions. In ordinary life, we

tend to discount threats and promises if they are incredible and unlikely to be carried

out. When we use game theory to analyze strategic interaction and make predictions

about what agents will do, we need to be able to distinguish credible threats and promises

from those that are not. Otherwise our predictions about what the actors will do may

implicitly assume that the actors treat incredible threats and promises as if they were

credible. As we will see, Nash equilibria often rely on incredible threats and promises

and offer problematic predictions about how dynamic interactions will unfold. Improving

those predictions means focusing on Nash equilibria that are based solely on credible

threats and promises.

11.1 Credibility in ordinary life and in game trees.

To specify what makes a threat or promise credible in a game, let’s start by asking what

makes a threat or promise credible in ordinary life? A threat or promise is credible if

following through on it when the time comes is in the threatener’s or promiser’s own self

interest. If following through is not in the promiser’s or threatener’s own self interest,

there is good reason to doubt that he will when the time comes and this undermines the

credibility of the threat or promise.

Given this notion of what makes a threat or promise credible in ordinary life, how

do we express it game theoretically? Recall that an actor’s strategy is a set of if-then

statements which are effectively threats and promises. Suppose, for example, that A’s

strategy specifies that if she is at information set k, then she will take action x. In effect,

playing by this strategy is promising (or threatening) to take action x if and when the

time comes, i.e., if A finds herself at information set k. Following through on the promise

to play x when the time comes will be in A’s best interest if taking action x maximizes

A’s payoff at k. All of the if-then statements of A’s strategy are credible, and thus the

strategy itself is credible, if the promised action at every information set maximizes A’s

payoff at that information set.

∗These are lecture notes for PS135/Econ110 at UC Berkeley by Robert Powell.
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It can be quite challenging in complicated games to find strategies that satisfy this

criterion. But it is quite easy to find them in finite games of perfect information. In

fact we already have: backwards induction produces strategies that satisfy this credibility

condition. In a backwards induction equilibrium, each player takes the action that maxi-

mizes its payoff at each and everyone of its information sets given the actions that other

players take farther down the tree.

Two examples highlight the credibility problems inherent in Nash equilibria and how

the backwards induction equilibria deal with them.

11.2 Example 12.1: The basic threat game.

Recall that in the basic threat game a challenger C can challenge the status quo or accept

it. If C challenges, the defender D has to decide whether to acquiesce to the challenge

or fight. Fighting is costly for both actors. Figure 11.1 shows the game in both extensive

and strategic form.

Figure 11.1: The equilibria of the basic threat game.

There are two pure-strategy Nash equilibria. C accepts and D fights if challenged in

the green equilibrium. C challenges and D acquiesces in the red equilibrium. But does

the later equilibrium, even though it is Nash, seem like a plausible prediction about how

the interaction would unfold?
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The defender’s strategy is a threat to fight if challenged, and clearly the defender bene-

fits if the challenger believes this threat. The challenger will then accept, and the defender

will get it highest payoff of 2. But is the defender’s threat credible? Should the challenger

believe it? Put another way, knowing the challenger’s payoffs, the defender knows that if

the challenger is actually facing the decision of fighting or acquiescing, acquiescing brings

a higher payoff. The challenger is not maximizing its payoff if it fights, and the threat

to do so is incredible. That is, the strategy profile (accept, fight if challenged) is a Nash

equilibrium, but one predicated on the challenger’s inherently incredible threat to go for

a payoff of -1 when it could get 1.

By contrast, both the defender and challenger are behaving in their own self interest at

every information set in the backward induction profile (challenge, acquiesce if challenged).

This profile is not only Nash, but all of the threats and promises in the strategies are cred-

ible.

How is it possible for an incredible threat like “fight if challenged” to be part of a

Nash equilibrium? Recall that each player takes the others’ strategies as given in a Nash

equilibrium and plays a best response. A player cannot first ask herself if any of those

strategies are incredible and should not be believed. Taking “fight if challenged” as given,

the challenger’s best response is to accept even though the threat to fight is incredible.

As the basic threat game shows, actors can make incredible threats at information

sets that are off the equilibrium path as is D’s decision in the equilibrium (accept, fight if

challenged). The defender’s threat to get a payoff of -1 by fighting instead of a payoff of

1 by acquiescing does not cost the defender anything as long as the defender never has to

make this choice, i.e., as long as the decision is off the equilibrium path of play. Hence,

this threat can be part of a best response and a Nash profile.

11.3 Example 12.2: The pay-raise game redux.

Figure 11.2a shows the pay-raise game and the backwards-induction equilibrium in red.

But there are other Nash equilibria. To highlight just one, we will try to construct an

equilibrium in which C gets her highest payoff rather than A getting her highest payoff. C

in other words wants to induce A and B to vote yes. In order to do this, she threatens to
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vote no in order to put the onus of passing the salary increase on the other two members.

More precisely, she threatens to vote no at all of her information sets (as indicated by the

green profile Figure 11.2b).

Figure 11.2: The pay-raise game.

With C voting no, both A and B must vote yes if the raise is to get a majority vote.

So consider the profile in which A and B always vote yes, i.e., they vote yes at every

information set.

To verify that the green profile in Figure 11.2b is Nash, we must show that each player

is playing a best response to the others’ strategies. To see that A’s voting yes maximizes
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her payoff given the others’ strategies, note that if A votes no, B will subsequently vote

yes at [3] and C will then no. The pay raise will fail, and A will get 2. If A votes yes

instead, play moves to [2] where B votes yes. C then votes no at [4], but the raise still

passes leaving A with a payoff of three. Voting yes is clearly A’s best response.

To establish that B is playing a best response, observe that if A and C follow their

strategies, B will be deciding what to do at [2]. If B votes yes here, C votes no at [4],

and B gets 3. If B votes no at [2], C votes no at [5], and C gets 2. B therefore must vote

yes at [2] if it is playing a best response to A and C.

B ’s decision at node [3] is off the equilibrium path because A votes yes. What B does

there has no effect on its payoff. As we have just shown, B ’s voting yes at [2] and [3] is a

best response to A and C. Another best response is for B to vote yes at [2] and no at [3].

(You should be able to show this.) B ’s threat to vote yes at [3] is incredible. If B actually

had to follow through on its threat – if, that is, [3] were on the equilibrium path – then B

would get 1 by voting yes whereas it could have gotten 2 were it to vote no. Players can

make incredible threats and promises off the equilibrium path in Nash equilibria which is

why Nash equilibria offer problematic predictions about what actors will do in dynamic

interactions.

Having shown that A and B are playing best responses to what the others are doing,

the only thing left to check is that C is also playing a best response. Given A’s and B ’s

strategies of voting yes, play will move from [1] to [2] and then [4] where C has to decide

what to do. Clearly her best response at [4] is to vote no. Thus the green strategy profile

in Figure 11.2 is Nash.

In sum, we have succeeded in constructing a Nash equilibrium in which A rather

than C gets her highest payoff. But we have also seen that that equilibrium depends on

incredible threats. Can you find a Nash equilibrium in which B gets his highest payoff

and determine whether that equilibrium relies on incredible threats?

11.4 Backwards induction in games of imperfect information.

The backwards-induction algorithm when applied to finite games of perfect information

produces strategies in which every player is acting in its best interest at all of its in-
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Figure 11.3: Chicken in extensive form.

formation sets. There are no incredible threats or promises. Unfortunately, backwards

induction generally breaks down when applied to imperfect information games.

To see why, consider the extensive-form of chicken in Figure 11.3. Although the

interaction is static, there is a last decision in the tree which belongs to B. Because this is

the last decision in the tree, B does not need to worry about how other actors will react

to her decision farther down the tree. In a perfect information game, B would simply

take the action that maximizes its payoff. But B ’s information set now contains two

decision nodes, and it is no longer clear what action maximizes B ’s payoff. If B is at [1],

i.e., if A stands firm, B maximizes its payoff by submitting. If, by contrast, B is at [2],

B maximizes its payoff by standing firm. The fact that it is not clear what the player

making the last decision in a tree should do means we cannot get the backwards-induction

algorithm going and work up the tree. We will have to look for other ways of dealing with

the credibility problem in imperfect information trees.
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